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Productive, economical, simple

L-force Your future is our drive
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Your future is our drive

Which is why we want to take care of it today.

Demands are increasing all the time. 

In future, key challenges will lie in the

areas of cost efficiency, time-saving and

quality improvements. Faster project

planning and commissioning, improved

performance and increased flexibility in

production are expected. New ideas are

therefore needed for the machines of 

the future.

Lenze has risen to this challenge and,

with L-force, we can now not only offer 

you an innovative family of drive and

automation products, but also a new,

comprehensive portfolio of solutions.

Driven by innovation – New ideas for new

possibilities

Always on the lookout: Our idea of 

innovation is working on even better 

solutions for our customers, every day.

Driven by flexibility – High degree of 

scaleability for individual solutions

Scalability is an important aspect of the 

L-force philosophy. Performance, scope of

functions, software, service provisions and

aftersales care – Lenze will provide you

with exactly the combination you require.

Driven by usability – Simple solutions,

even for complex applications

We always focus on the user. Therefore,

when we developed L-force, we made

sure that people with plenty of practical

experience were involved, right from the

start.

Driven by compatibility – Universal pro-

ducts and solutions

Don't waste any more time searching

for suitable components and the right

interfaces. With L-force, everything is

compatible.

www.L-force.de



Innovative

The 9400 Servo Drive system is set apart

by its totally innovative electromechanical

concept. The separation of the installation

backplane for connecting all power cables

and the drive electronics has brought

about a previously unseen simplification

of installation, assembly and application.

Communicative

A new feature is Ethernet in the drive for

vertical integration at control level and

real-time capable ETHERNET Powerlink for

Motion Control applications. Of course,

established fieldbus systems are also 

available to allow you to integrate the

system as easily as possible into your 

existing control world. The overall picture is

finished off with an integrated diagnostic

interface and the tried-and-tested Lenze

system bus.

Standard safety options

The safety technology which can be 

integrated as an option has been developed

in line with IEC 61508 SIL 3 and meets the

requirements for EN 954-1 cat. 3. Modules

ranging from "safe standstill" right up to

an integrated safety bus are available to

meet all manner of requirements. This

helps you to cut costs.

Made to measure

The 9400 drive systems are pre-configured

and tested at the factory according to

your specifications and arrive made to

measure. Our aim is to make everything

as easy as possible for you and to keep

logistics to a minimum. Of course, all of

the options are also available individually.

You choose. We deliver.

The best visions are those which become reality:

9400 Servo Drives.
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Fast and safe

In the 9400 Servo Drive system, the 

mounting fixtures and the drive electronics

are separate from each other. This makes

for really easy handling during mounting

and installation and the simplified method

of replacing the electronics minimises

machine downtimes in the unlikely event of

something going wrong.

Single drives

On the single-axis drives, the mains supply,

DC bus and inverter are combined in a

single unit. Integrated filter elements and

brake chopper enable self-sufficient

applications in distributed installations.

Combinations for multi-axis drives are also

possible. Suitable footprint filters are 

available for use with longer cables or 

higher interference levels.

Multi drives

The multi-axis drives have been optimised

for centralised, compact multi-axis 

installations. The energy exchange via the

DC bus reduces the power required from

the mains supply. The shared use of mains

feed, brake chopper and EMC measures 

significantly reduces expenditure on 

materials and installation. The integrated

DC bus fuse allows selective disconnection

in the event of a fault, without affecting

the operation of the overall DC bus.

Supply modules

Incoming units are available with an 

integrated brake chopper for centralised

power supply concepts.

For global use

Thanks to the wide operating voltage 

range, there are no limits to the potential

applications of our drives. Adaptation for 

insulated supply systems (IT systems) only

takes a matter of moments and is very

straightforward to implement. 

Of course, the drives are approved in 

accordance with UL and cUL and satisfy the 

CE conformity requirements.

Our new drive technology gets things moving.

The whole world if you want!
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Tailored to suit your requirements

The two-stage control electronics concept

and the option of combining it with

various memory modules enable made-

to-measure solutions for your applicati-

ons:

˘ StateLine with MM110 memory

module

The parameterisable servo controller

for standard applications and centralised

control concepts

˘ HighLine with MM220 memory 

module

The parameterisable, configurable

servo controller for standard 

applications

˘ HighLine with MM330 memory 

module

The parameterisable, configurable

servo controller for complex drive tasks

and technology solutions

˘ HighLine with MM440 memory 

module

The automation drive, which is able 

to support even complex drive tasks,

can also be freely programmed in

accordance with IEC 61131-3

Integrated brake control

An intelligent motor brake logic system 

is included as standard in the scope of

functions. The optional brake control

modules are mounted in the installation

backplane and support the direct control of

motor brakes with only minimum wiring

requirements.



Powerful performance

Thanks to the use of the latest control

algorithms in conjunction with short

cycle times for current, speed and position

control, high drive performance is ensured 

at all times. The system supports both

servo control systems with encoder 

feed-back and open-loop systems without

an encoder.

Onboard 

The various terminal designs for the

StateLine and HighLine type controllers

can be supplemented by a standard 

resolver input and a second multi-encoder

interface for alternative motor feedback

systems or additional position encoders

on the load side. Either TTL or sine-cosine

incremental encoders, and sine-cosine

absolute value encoders with Hiperface®

or Endat protocol, and SSI absolute value

encoders are supported.

Transparent

Six LEDs give a clear and transparent

overview of the current drive status. A

local diagnostic interface is available at

all times for PC communication via a USB

adapter or a keypad with clear text display

to enable a more thorough analysis. 

This interface also enables devices to be

parameterised or configured.

Quick and easy 

All of the drive settings and application

data are held on a pluggable memory

module. This means that, in the unlikely

event of a fault, the memory module can

be plugged into a replacement drive and

you can continue working without the

need for any additional adjustments.

From the simplest memory module to the

most powerful module with an integrated

real-time clock, you can get exactly what

you need for any application.
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For us, there is only one reason for high-tech applications:

to make your life easier.
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International 

In terms of communications, all options

are open to you. Pluggable modules, such

as PROFIBUS networking, guarantee 

global usability and allow us to meet your

exact requirements.

Ethernet in the drive

An IT standard such as Ethernet offers 

the platform for universal vertical and

horizontal communication.

With ETHERNET Powerlink, we have now

exploited these benefits by combining

standard Ethernet components with 

motion control applications and integrating

the system into the drive. In this new way

of meeting this most demanding of 

challenges in terms of real-time capability,

Lenze has once again set the standard.

System bus onboard

The 9400 HighLine has an integrated

CANopen system bus interface which

offers built-in communication capabilities.

Provisions for the integration of distributed

I/Os and HMIs come as standard.

Modular safety

The safety technology which can be 

integrated as an option is designed with 

a modular layout. The functional 

components start with safe standstill to

EN 954-1 cat. 3 and reach as far as the

support of parameterisable functions and

full integration into safety bus systems.

This modular approach to solutions also

safeguards future possibilities for growth

and maintains flexibility.

Remote maintenance

At any time and from any location you

can access the process data, parameters

and application programs of the 9400

drive controllers. All this can be done just

as easily via a simple telephone connection

as it can via an Ethernet network. Thanks

to the latest OPC technology, software

integration is included.

Perfect interaction starts with

good communications.



Flexible, yet foolproof 

The aim of L-force is to find simple and

universal solutions for complex machine

functions and motion and process tasks.

To do this, a multi-layered software 

architecture is available in the drive 

controller which acts in a unique way 

to provide scalability, flexibility and

expansion capability.

Scalable functionality

At the heart of every L-force application

lies the simple and fast parameter setting

for pre-prepared solutions. In StateLine

and in HighLine there is a range of 

standard configurations which can be

operated with the keypad.

If this functionality is not sufficient,

the L-force Engineer offers a function

block editor for HighLine which enables

you to easily configure individual 

expansions to functions.

Standard configurations, which can 

be adjusted in a similar way, are also 

provided for complex motion and process

controls. The MM330 MotionControl

TopLevel memory module is required in

order to use these applications with the

HighLine.

Freely programmable

With drive-based automation, you 

have the option of freely programming

higher-level open-loop and closed-loop

control functions or function expansions

in the IEC 61131-3 languages. The MM440

PLC memory module is required for this

purpose.
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A simple principle:

A matching solution for every application.

PLC level

Freely programmable open-loop and 
closed-loop control functions

Technology level

˘ MotionControl TopLevel
– Additional motion and process 

controls for complex drive tasks
– Parameterisable and configurable

˘ MotionControl HighLevel
– Parameterisable basic functionality 

for actuators and synchronised
systems

– Configurable using the function block
editor

˘ MotionControl StateLevel
– Parameterisable basic functionality 

for actuators and synchronised
systems

Operating system (servo)

˘ Motor control 
(torque, speed, position)

˘ Drive monitoring
˘ Communication



Meeting the challenge of personal safety

in the workplace

The European Machinery Directive states

that manufacturers of machinery must

ensure that machinery can be operated, set

up and maintained without endangering

the health and safety of workers (provided

the machinery is used appropriately and

for the intended purpose). For drive systems,

this means safe and reliable protection

against uncontrolled movements.

Integrated safety with certification

We can also help you to meet these 

requirements with our safety technology

which can be integrated as an option. All

of its functions have been developed to

meet IEC 61508, SIL 3 and to satisfy the

requirements of EN 954-1 cat. 3. This is

confirmed by the TÜV certification. 

This means that external evaluation and

disconnect parts are no longer required.

As the sensor systems act directly on the

integrated safety function, extremely fast

switch-off times and fault response times

are possible.

Benefits for you

˘ Fewer parts and less wiring mean a

reduction in terms of cost and time

expenditure

˘ Faster response times mean shorter

cycle times for the machine

˘ Clearer circuit configurations and

acceptance-tested examples mean

greater safety

˘ Expansion capability for future safety

concepts

Modular functionality

All of the safety functions are combined

on a single module which is integrated 

via a module slot into the standard drive. 

This makes it possible to clearly assign 

the safety-relevant drive functions 

and accurately define the safety-driven

requirements of the machine.

Safety module 100 (SM100)

˘ Safe standstill

˘ Connection of safety sensor systems

Safety module 300 (SM300)

˘ Safe standstill

˘ Safe shutdown

˘ Safe stop during operation

˘ Connection and monitoring of safety

sensor systems

˘ Safe and reliable feedback messages

˘ Safe and reliable cascading

˘ Safe reduced speed (1 encoder)

˘ Safe inching circuit

˘ Safely limited step sizes

˘ Connection to a safety bus (PROFIsafe,

further additions planned)

This means that we can offer you a 

suitable and safe solution for every 

application.
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Take the safe option –

integrated in the drive and tested by the TÜV.
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L-force Engineering

The printed catalog, electronic catalog

(DSC) and documentation are designed to

assist you in the design of your machine.

All in all, with this extensive and helpful

package Lenze provides you with optimised

assistance.

The L-force Engineer

Another key component of this system 

is the new L-force Engineer software, 

with a user interface which has been 

specially crafted for the requirements of

everyday applications. The L-force Engineer

supports the user during all phases of the

project.

The various phases are used as the 

primary navigation aids, as a result of

which the key functions are sorted and

presented in a clear manner. Many 

graphical interfaces are used in addition to

simplify the configuration and parameter

setting processes for the drives. As a

result, in many cases more complicated

programming processes can be replaced

with a simpler configuration step.

Complete

Multi-drive engineering comes naturally

with the L-force Engineer. A large number

of functions enable your machine to be

optimally configured, set-up and diagnosed.

Project planning

Hardware configurator, network

configurator, wiring/inter-

connections editor, function

block editor, graphics-based

parameter setting interfaces –

the list goes on.

Many of the functions in the 

L-force Engineer will help you to

solve project planning tasks. 

As it is integrated in a single

software environment, there is 

Engineering – from the original idea to full operation.

And further of course.

Project view

Hardware configuration

Function block editor



Diagnostics

System messages and status 

information are displayed clearly,

and you can always check the 

status of your machine via the

monitor window. A powerful 

oscilloscope is also available for

more detailed analysis of the 

9400 Servo Drive.

Commissioning

One important aspect of the 

L-force Engineer is commissioning

– matching your product to the

real machine and checking

whether all of the functions have

been stored in the devices. It just

takes a few steps to put your 

application into operation. 
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no need for time-consuming

copying of data between 

programs. Thanks to common

data storage, everything is

always at hand.

Network configuration Oscilloscope

Diagnostics

Graphics-based parameter 

setting interface
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For us it is a drive concept.

For you it is a motor which represents success.

With L-force Geared Motors, a broad

range of synchronous and asynchronous

servo motors is available in a power range

from 0.25 to 95 kW with continuous 

torque values ranging from 0.5 to 434 Nm –

naturally also available as a compact unit

with Lenze gearboxes and planetary gear-

boxes. But you can expect even more:

windings with increased isolation and

substantial thermal reserves, oversized

bearings and robust mechanics ensure

maximum service life and operational

reliability.

Different shaft versions and flange

types are available to provide universal

mounting options. Motor holding brakes

with graduated holding torques, various

feedback systems and matching fan units

all help to provide optimised adaptation

of the motors for any given application.

MCS synchronous servo motors

The latest materials (e. g. high-energy

neodymium-iron-boron magnets) are

used together with a newly designed

build concept to provide the highest

power density, multiple overload capabili-

ty and low moments of inertia. This com-

bines to give the utmost in dynamic per-

formance with extremely compact dimen-

sions.

The innovative Single Element Pole

Technology (SEpT) also provides excellent

smooth running and a constant torque.

The closely graduated frame sizes and

winding variants with peak torques ranging

from 0.5 to 191 Nm will make it easy to

integrate the motors into your machine.

The MCS motors are perfectly suited for

high-precision applications with tough

requirements in terms of the dynamics.

MCA asynchronous servo motors

These asynchronous servo motors are 

characterised by their modular structure

and high type of protection, a highly robust

construction with excellent operational

reliability and dynamics, a compact design

and high maximum speeds. This makes

the MCA motors ideal for a wide range of

applications.
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MDFQA main drive motors

High permanent power with compact

build volumes – the MDFQA servo motors 

achieve this thanks to their through-

blown ventilation. The construction,

which has been optimised for inverter

operation, provides constant torques and

ensures optimum concentricity properties

throughout a wide speed setting range. 

In conjunction with the 9400 drives, the

MDFQA motors are also excellently 

suited for use in applications where they

substitute DC motors.

Three-phase asynchronous motors

These motors are the right choice if you

are looking for a particularly robust and

cost-effective solution. The modular 

structure enables direct mounting of 

brakes and different feedback systems.

The high protection system, the windings

which are specially designed for inverter

operation and the generously dimensioned

bearings all ensure reliable continuous

operation in every application.

G-motion compact geared motors

If you are looking at a power range of up

to 45 kW and require a complete range 

of gearboxes with output torques of up to

14,000 Nm, then the Lenze G-motion range

is the right choice. All of the gearbox types

(helical gearboxes, shaft-mounted helical

gearboxes, bevel gearboxes, helical-bevel

gearboxes, helical-worm gearboxes) come

in an extremely compact design which

saves space and combines highly dynamic

performance levels with low noise 

generation. Low wear, high efficiency and

reduced backlash are other features which

complete the overall picture for these

innovative and adaptable gearboxes. In

cases where even greater demands are

made in terms of dynamics, backlash and

torsional rigidity, we can offer our GPA

range of planetary gearboxes which is

perfect for these applications. 



9400 StateLine 9400 HighLine

Basic functions Speed control ö ö

Open-loop speed control 1) ö ö

Torque control ö ö

Position control ö ö

Brake control ö ö

Electronic nameplate ö ö

Oscilloscope function ö ö

Integrated interfaces Diagnostic interface ö ö

Resolver input ö ö

Multiple encoder input ö ö

CANopen system bus – ö

Digital inputs 5 9

Digital outputs 1 4

Analog inputs 1 1

Analog outputs – 2

Memory modules – licences 2) Number of slots 1 1

MM110 – MotionControl StateLevel ö –

MM220 – MotionControl HighLevel – ö

MM330 – MotionControl TopLevel 1) – õ

MM440 – PLC 1) – õ

Brake module 24 V DC, for base mounting 2) õ õ

Extension modules 2) Number of slots 1 2

Communication modules Ethernet, ETHERNET Powerlink 1), PROFIBUS, 
CANopen system bus1), DeviceNet 1)

Function modules Master frequency TTL 1)

Safety modules 2) Number of slots 1 1

SM100 – safe standstill õ õ

SM300 – other functions õ õ
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Axis modules

Memory modules – licences

1) In preparation

Performance characteristics

StateLine, HighLine

ö Standard
õ Optional
– Not available

1) In preparation
2) Configurable ex works

Can be parameterised with Can be configured with Can be freely program-
Applications / functions keypad / Engineer function block editor med in IEC 61131-3

˘ Standard applications
– Actuator – speed MM110 –
– Actuator – torque MotionControl
– Speed-/angular synchronism StateLevel
– Table positioning

˘ Individual function expansions 
with Lenze function blocks MM220 – MotionControl HighLevel

˘ Other standard applications 1)

˘ Complex motion and
process controls
– Positioning control 1)

– Cam 1) MM330 – MotionControl TopLevel
– Other technology functions 1)

˘ Higher-level open-loop and
closed-loop functions in IEC 61131-3 MM440 – PLC



Version In [A] Imax [A] Imax [A] Typical Peak Dimensions
(8 kHz) (2/4 kHz) motor power* braking power** W x H x D 

(8 kHz) (60 s/180 s) (0.5 s/5 s) [kW] [kW] [mm]

Single Drive 1.5 2.3 6 0.37 5.0 60 x 350 x 278

2.5 3.8 10 0.75 5.0 60 x 350 x 278

4 6.0 16 1.5 8.8 90 x 350 x 278

7 10.5 21 3 8.8 90 x 350 x 278

13 19.5 39 5.5 15.3 120 x 350 x 278

16.5 24.8 49.5 7.5 22.9 120 x 350 x 278

23.5 35.3 59 11 22.9 120 x 350 x 278

32 48 70 15 42 200 x 550 x 278 1)

47 71 103 22 55 200 x 550 x 278 1)

59 89 130 30 55 200 x 550 x 278 1)

86 129 172 45 116 260 x 650 x 350 1)

104 156 208 55 116 260 x 650 x 350 1)

Multi Drive 1) 1.5 2.3 6 0.37 – 60 x 350 x 278

2.5 3.8 10 0.75 – 60 x 350 x 278

4 6.0 16 1.5 – 60 x 350 x 278

7 10.5 28 3 – 90 x 350 x 278

8.7 13.1 28 4 – 90 x 350 x 278

13 19.5 39 5.5 – 120 x 350 x 278

16.5 24.8 49.5 7.5 – 120 x 350 x 278

23.5 35.3 70.5 11 – 120 x 350 x 278

Version Irated [A] IDCrated [A] (60 s/180 s) (0.5 s/5 s) Dimensions
IDC max [A] IDC max [A] W x H x D [mm]

Power supply modules 8 10 15 40 60 x 350 x 278

32 39 58 117 120 x 350 x 278

Single Drive Multi-axis Drive Power supply modules

Supply voltage 3 180 … 550 V AC ± 0% 260 … 775 V DC ± 0% 3 180 ... 550 V AC ± 0%
alternatively: 260 … 775 V DC ± 0%

Rated voltage 400 V AC, 45 … 65 Hz 540 V DC 400 V AC, 45 … 65 Hz

Switching frequencies 8 kHz (2, 4, 16 kHz) * 8 kHz (2, 4, 16 kHz) * –

Electronic power supply internal/24 V DC external 24 V DC external 24 V DC external

Ambient temperature -10 … +45°C without derating, -10 … +45°C without derating, -10 … +45°C without derating,
range in operation 45°C … 55°C with derating 2.5%/K 45°C … 55°C with derating 2.5%/K 45°C … 55°C with derating 2.5%/K

Certifications UL508C, cUL UL508C, cUL UL508C, cUL

Conformity CE CE CE

Type of protection IP20 IP20 IP20 15

* power-dependent

General technical data

* 4-pole asynchronous motor
** External brake resistor
1) In preparation

Supply modules

Axis modules

Technical data

Drive system
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“Our customers come first. Customer satisfaction is what motivates us. 

By thinking in terms of how we can add value for our customers we can

increase productivity through reliability.”

“We will provide you with exactly what you need – perfectly co-ordinated

products and solutions with the right functions for your machines and

installations. That is what we mean by ‘quality’.”

“Take advantage of our wealth of expertise. For more than 50 years 

we have been gathering experience in various fields and implementing 

it consistently and rigorously in our products, motion functions and 

preprepared solutions for industry.”

“We identify with your targets and strive towards a long-term partner-

ship which benefits both sides. Our competent support and consultation

process means that we can provide you with tailor-made solutions. 

We are there for you and can offer assistance in all of the key processes.”

You can rely on our service. Expert advice is available 24 hours a day,

365 days a year, in more than 30 countries via our international

helpline: 008000 24 Hours (008000 2446877). 

“The world is our marketplace. We develop and manufacture 

internationally. Wherever you are in the world, we are nearby.”

www.Lenze.com

It’s good to know why we are there for you




